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Legal Research Question? Ask a Librarian 

Statutes and Court Rules 
• Special Note: Practice Commentaries serve as legal essays, and should serve as the starting point 

for research 

• New York State Statutes Indexes should be checked under the entry Trees and Timber Pattern 

Jury Instructions 

• Check local municipal codes. 

Pattern Jury Instructions 
• PJI Index Look under entry Trees  

Secondary Sources 

E-books 
• 28 Bender’s Forms of Pleading. Check index entries under Trees 

• 2 Environmental Impact in New York. Check index entries under Trees. 

• 7 Warren’s Negligence in the New York Courts. Check index entries under Trees. 

• 15 Warren’s Weed on Real Property. Check index entries under Trees. 

LexisAdvance 
• Bender’s Forms of Pleading. Check index entries under Trees 

• Environmental Impact in New York. Check index entries under Trees. 

• New York Jurisprudence. Run search through text. 

• Warren’s Negligence in the New York Courts. Check index entries under Trees. 

Go to CourtHelp for Court Forms and FAQS about: Abuse & Harassment • Appeals • Collecting a 

Judgment • Criminal • Families & Children • Guardianship • Homes & Evictions •  Name Change • 

Problems With Money •Small Claims • When Someone Dies •  www.nycourts.gov/courthelp 

This handout describes legal research materials available on-line and in print in New York Court 

Public Access Law Libraries.  

The information provided should be considered a starting point in your research and should not be 

interpreted as a comprehensive review of the subject or issue in question 

 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courthelp/
http://www.nycourts.gov/courthelp/


• Warren’s Weed on Real Property. Check index entries under Trees. 

Westlaw 
• Carmody-Wait 2d Index. Check entries under Forests and Logs and Timber 

• New York Jurisprudence Index should be checked under the entry Trees  

• New York Law and Practice of Real Property Index is not available online. Topics treated are  

o Cutting Timber 

▪ Adverse possession § 30:47;  

▪ Use, occupancy, and enjoyment § 16:7 

▪ Waste § 38:34 

o Trees 

▪ Adjoining landowners § 20:30 

▪ Adverse possession § 30:47 

▪ Defined § 1:9 

▪ Foreclosure sale § 41:230 

▪ Mortgages § 33:100 

▪ Use, occupancy, and enjoyment §§ 16:5-16:7 

• NY Prac Series.  Environmental Law and Regulations in New York §§ 13 et seq Agriculture and 

Forestry.  
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Important Disclosures: 
Legal Advice 

NY State Court System staff are pleased to provide you with basic legal information of relevance to New York State courts, caselaw, statutory and 

regulatory materials from standard legal reference sources. Our court employees, however, may not provide legal advice, interpret the law or assist 

with the processing of specific motions or cases.  

Copyright: 

Use of and reproduction of the Materials herein are governed by the copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code). Under certain 

conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction.  

One of these specific conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or 

research." If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use," that user may be liable for 

copyright infringement. 

Local Library Rules of conduct remain applicable 

 


